Dear Teachers of German,
Are you interested in a fun and worthwhile learning experience for your German students where they can ...

✓ ... learn facts about Germany,
✓ ... practise their language skills,
✓ ... find out what it is like to study German at university?

Imke Schmidt and Daniela Müller, DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service) lecturers at Monash and Melbourne University, would like to visit your students with the “Millionärskoffer”, an informative game about Germany kindly provided by the Goethe-Institut, to enjoy a morning or afternoon of fun and holistic language learning.

Contact us:
Imke Schmidt      Daniela Müller
+61 3 9905 9207   +61 3 8344 9756
imke.schmidt@monash.edu.au daniela.mueller@unimelb.edu.au